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ABSTRACT
THE IMPACT OF SEA-LEVEL RISE IN NUMERICALLY MODELED
LANDFALLING HURRICANES: KATRINA AND THE GULF COAST
Serenity Nadirah Mercuri
November 16, 2021
With climate change, landfalling hurricanes become an increasing threat to
coastal regions. However, the interactions between the coastal landscape and landfalling
hurricanes are often overlooked when addressing sea-level rise outside of inundation and
independent of sea surface temperature. This study analyzed the potential impacts
regarding structure and intensity as a result of sea-level rise in the Gulf of Mexico using
the WRF-ARW numerical model coupled with a 1D ocean model. Analysis showed that
10 m windspeed from landfall forward was higher in modified coastlines, and minimum
sea-level pressure post-landfall was consistently lower for modified runs where storms
maintain a higher intensity for a longer period. Structural changes were also seen,
showing modified runs had a more structured secondary circulation and higher values in
the radius of max winds. Findings showed the importance of sea-level rise when
simulating climate change scenarios for landfalling hurricanes while suggesting future
applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Socio-Economic Overview
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are a serious socio-economic threat and have been a major
concern for coastal communities, especially those of the United States where 80 percent
of all damage is caused by 20 percent of the most intense storms; giving cause for
researchers to further investigate the environmental and climatological influences of TCs
(Jagger and Elsner 2005). TCs also pose significant infrastructure and loss-of-life risks
for coastal and inland communities worldwide, occurring in nearly all tropical regions.
The impact of such events depends directly on the population density exposed, frequency,
and intensity of storms (Peduzzi et al. 2012). The largest causes for loss of human life
(the United States 1963-2012) are given by Rappaport (2014), where storm surge
accounts for 49 percent of total deaths, followed by rain events at 27 percent, wind
accounting for 8 percent, surf and offshore each contributing 6 percent, tornadoes cause 3
percent of deaths, and the remaining 1 percent is categorized as other. Most people died
by drowning, from storm surges, freshwater flooding and mudslides, rip currents, and
marine accidents. The most alarming statistics though are how many storms account for
most of these deaths; Rappaport (2014) reports that 1 percent of the storms from 1963 to
2012 accounted for roughly 66 percent of total deaths, with Hurricane Katrina
contributing 40 percent of those deaths within a single day.
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Research for a Changing Climate
Dynamical downscaling and numerical modeling comprise a large portion of
methods used for investigating climate change and variations in TC activity; however, the
input information can impact the findings. Klotzbach and Landsea (2015) stressed the
importance of accurate historical data when they analyzed the findings of Webster et al.
(2005) that reported on TC frequency changes which included incomplete data from the
1970s and 1980s. Due to the incomplete record during this period it was advised that data
be utilized beginning near 1990 so that results are neither skewed nor misrepresented.
There is also the issue of determining what factors induce frequency or magnitude
changes; Mann and Emanuel (2006) 1 investigated the historical correlations between
Atlantic TC activity and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) versus SST caused
by global climate warming from aerosols. The findings reported that the AMO had no
evident part in TC activity, whereas the Atlantic SST changes had a significant
correlation historically. There is also a further issue of a phenomenon known as hurricane
drought, a period where major TCs fail to make landfall such as seen on the United States
coast from 2006 to 2014 (Hall and Hereid 2015). Although the United States experienced
a drought during this period, it was reported that two TCs Gustav (2008) and Ike (2008)
were almost category-3 storms at landfall and that the Caribbean and Central America
had no shortage of category-3 and greater TCs making landfall during the period from
2006 to 2014.

Mann has since retracted and brought forth evidence of the AMO being non-existent (Mann et al
2021).
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It was stressed this creates a false sense of security for coastal communities, and that the
complex nature of creating an actual shift in climate that would protect the United States
coastline from major TCs while still allowing the Caribbean and Central America
coastlines to be struck was not likely and this drought experienced was due to chance
alone.
Dynamical downscaling of climate models such as the Coupled Model InterComparison Project 5 (CMIP5) that are then placed into numerical models have shown
possible future scenarios caused by rising sea levels and a globally warming climate.
Emanuel (2015) presented weak protocyclonic disturbances in a model with wind and
SST fields derived from CMIP5 that also contained a one-dimensional ocean model. The
results showed the western Pacific Ocean Basin had increased TC frequency but that
based on the input data from climate models, the method of downscaling the climate
model, and which tracks were used the results would vary. Furthermore, an earlier study
by Emanuel (2013) utilized the dynamical downscaling of the CMIP5 model, which also
increased activity in the western (north) Pacific Ocean Basin. However, increases in track
density were also found within the North Atlantic Ocean Basin and South Indian Ocean
Basin. Knutson et al. (2015) used a dynamical downscaling technique with the CMIP5
climate model and the Representation Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5) climate
model as input for the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) model. The
study focused on the global basins, including SST, sea ice, greenhouse gas emissions, and
a coupled ocean model, looking at global and local basin frequency, storm size, storm
intensity, and storm-associated precipitation. While finding an overall decrease in the
frequency of TCs, the occurrence of intense TCs had increased, projecting fewer
3

occurrences overall but stronger storms. The number of category-4 and category-5 TCs
increased, and were more frequent in the northern hemisphere, while categories 0-to-5
TCs saw some increase in frequency within the central northeastern Pacific Ocean Basin,
but intense category-4 and category-5 TCs decreased in the southwestern Pacific Ocean
Basin and Indian Ocean Basin. Knutson et al. (2015) concluded that the higher
availability of tropospheric water vapor in an on average warmer global climate led to
heightened moisture convergence and increased precipitation. Although, some basins
with weaker storms on average were able to offset this by having a weaker cyclonic
circulation. SST was stated as being a well-established indicator of projecting changes in
frequency and magnitude.
The role of barrier islands in storms has also been investigated, and the impacts of
Hurricane Katrina on the Mississippi Barrier Islands within site data collection surveys
show increased channel width, and completely inundated islands (Fritz et al, 2007).
Another study (Kraus, 2011) coupled the Wave Modeling (WAM), Steady State Spectral
Wave (STWAVE), and Advanced CIRCulation (ADCIRC) models to investigate the
interactions between barrier islands and storms. Specifically for flood risk in Louisiana
and Mississippi but were limited by the exclusion of morphologic evolution of the barrier
islands as storms pass over them. Louisiana’s barrier islands' role as a natural buffer for
the coastal environment is well recognized, and additional studies employing numerical
modeling to fully measure their advantages have been carried out, all examining flood
risks (Grzegozewski et al 2018; Liu et al 2019).
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Research Problem
While the available literature concerning landfalling hurricane storm intensity and
structure in a changing climate is abundant regarding SST, the available resources
regarding sea level rise, changing coastlines, and loss of barrier islands independent of a
warming world are often focused on flood risk. This study has examined how a coastline
altered by future sea-level rise impacts landfalling hurricane intensity and structure,
centering on how the storm has or has not changed leading up to landfall, during landfall,
and post-landfall.

5

Observations

Figure 1. NHC and NOAA Tropical Cyclone report Katrina observations (Knabb et al
2005).
The National Hurricane Center (NHC) and NOAA tropical cyclone reports for
Hurricane Katrina’s track are shown in Figure 1. Regarding this study, Katrina from 28
August 2005 forward, reaches the lowest MSLP value of 902 hPa before 29 August 2005
and makes landfall at 930 hPa. The storm then increases to 926-hPa after passing the
Mississippi River Delta.
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Figure 2. HURDAT observation data for Hurricane Katrina shows MSLP in blue and
maximum sustained surface windspeed in red.
The HURDAT observation data for Katrina as seen in Figure 2, show the MSLP
and maximum sustained surface windspeed from 28 August 2005 to 31 August 06 UTC.
The lowest MSLP is 902 hPa on 28 August 2005 18 UTC, and the landfall value is 920
hPa on 29 August 11:10 UTC. Maximum sustained surface windspeed is 78 m s-1, and 59
m s-1 at the same time respectively. The overall trend of the observations shows a rapid
decrease in MSLP and increase in windspeed from 28 August 2005, then a steady
decrease in intensity leading up to landfall beginning before 29 August 2005, and finally
followed by a rapid decrease in intensity beginning on 29 August 2005 15 UTC.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data
Data was acquired for the recreation of Hurricane Katrina from 28 August 2005 to
31 August 31. National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Operational
Global Analysis (FNL) 6-hourly data was used for the atmospheric initialization. NCEP
Global Ocean Data Assimilation System (GODAS) pentad data was used for the simple
one-dimensional ocean model initialization and NCEP Real-Time Global Sea Surface
Temperature (RTG_SST) was used for varying SST input. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and The Digital Coast Partnership 3-meter Sea
Level Rise (SLR) multipart polygon shapefiles for the Gulf Coast states of Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas were used for the coastal modifications.
Pre-Processing
The geogrid domain files in the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) PreProcessing System (WPS) version 4 consisted of three domains at 29 km, 9 km, and 3 km
grid spacing (Figure 3a).
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Once the initial geogrid domain files were created for the original unmodified coastline
input, the NOAA SLR 3 m state-level multipart polygons were merged, dissolved, and
corrected for invalid geometry to form a single multistate single part polygon with valid
geometry in the Quantum Geographic Information Systems (QGIS) version 3.12.1
application.
A GeoTIFF raster was then created from the multistate polygon to form a mask,
which was used to alter all variables associated with land in all three unmodified coast
geogrid files to have values equal to that of the ocean. The metgrid utility program was
used to interpolate the input datasets to the defined regular numerical grids defined in
geogrid outputting metgrid files for both the original and NOAA SLR modified coastlines
(Figs. 3b, 3c); the namelist options for the metgrid utility program used 6-hour intervals,
varying FNL and RTG_SST input from 28 August 2005 to 31 August 2005, and a
constant Ocean Mixing Layer Depth (OMLD) from GODAS data on 28 August 2005.

9

Figure 3. The experiment domains and coastal modifications for this study. (a) Parent
domain D01 at 27 km grid spacing with nested D02 at 9 km grid spacing and innermost
nest D03 at 3 km grid spacing, (b) the original unmodified coastline for D03 and (c) the
NOAA SLR 3 m modified coastline for D03.
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Figure 4. A landscape map showing the current Gulf Coast region with the NOAA sea
level rise model data overlayed in red, and a subset map centered on the Mississippi
River Delta.
Figure 4 shows the modern Gulf Coast area with the NOAA sea level rise model
data for 3 m simulated sea-level rise overlayed in red. Figure 4(a) shows the entire region
while Figure 4(b) subsets the Mississippi River Delta to highlight the impacts of a 3 m
sea-level rise on the buffer zone composed of the delta. This highlights the modified
coastline that was created for the experiment, depicting the extent of loss predicted in the
sea level rise model.
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Experiment Design
Using WRF version 4, simulations were run for three microphysics schemes using
the original unmodified coastline and NOAA SLR 3 m modified coastline metgrid data,
the first being Thompson Graupel microphysics scheme (Thompson et al 2008) where
runs are designated as FNL_TG_U for unmodified, and FNL_TG_M for modified.
Thereafter, the GODDARD GCE microphysics scheme (Tao et al 2016) was used, with
runs designated as FNL_GCE_U for unmodified and FNL_GCE_M for modified. Lastly,
the WRF Single Moment 6-class graupel (WSM6) microphysics scheme (Hong and Lim
2006) was used, and runs are designated as FNL_WSM6_U for unmodified and
FNL_WSM6_M for modified. A 5-minute history interval for the output was used with
35 vertical levels and a requested pressure top of 100 hPa. Kain-Fritsch cumulus
parameterization scheme (Kain and John 2004) was switched on for the 27 km and 9 km
domain and turned off for the innermost 3 km domain so that the model resolved
convection. For longwave radiation, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) was
selected (Mlawer et al 1997), while the Dudhia scheme (Dudhia 1989) was used as a
shortwave radiation option. The Yonsei University (YSU) scheme was used as the
boundary layer (Hong et al 2006), with turbulence and mixing option of 2nd order
diffusion evaluation, and Smagorinsky first-order closure was used for the eddy
coefficient. Revised MM5 Monin-Obukhov Similarity scheme (Jimenez et al 2021) was
used for the surface-layer option with the Noah-Multiparameterization Land Surface
Model (Noah-MP) (Niu et al 2011) as the land-surface option. The Donelan drag
coefficient and Garret enthalpy coefficient were used for surface flux parameterization,
SST was set to update throughout the runs, and the simple ocean mixed layer model
12

(Pollard et al 1973) was turned on with a constant depth of 50 m and an ocean mixed
layer deepwater lapse rate of 0.14 K m-1. Additionally, the surface input source was set to
use dominant land and soil categories from WPS geogrid files so that surface input values
were not recomputed while running the real-executable in WRF-ARW to preserve
coastline modifications. The configuration for all simulations is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Experiment design summarization for domains, physics, and dynamics
parameters.
Run
Coastline
Microphysics

FNL_TG_U

FNL_TG_M

FNL_GCE_U

FNL_GCE_M

FNL_WSM6_U

FNL_WSM6_M

Original

NOAA SLR

Original

NOAA SLR

Original

NOAA SLR

Thompson Graupel

Goddard GCE

History Interval

5-minute Output Interval

Vertical Levels

35

Domain-1 Grid
Spacing
Domain-2 Grid
Spacing
Domain-3 Grid
Spacing
Domain-1
Cumulus
Domain-2
Cumulus
Domain-3
Cumulus
Shortwave
Radiation
Longwave
Radiation
Boundary-layer

27 km

WRF Single Moment 6-Class Graupel

9 km
3 km
Kain-Fritsch
Kain-Fritsch
None
Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
Dudhia
Yonsei University Scheme

Turbulence and
Mixing
Eddy
Coefficient
Surface-Layer

Revised MM5 Monin-Obukhov Similarity scheme

Land-Surface

Noah-Multiparameterization Land Surface Model

2nd order diffusion evaluation
Smagorinsky First Order Closure

Drag
Coefficient
Enthalpy
Coefficient
SST
Ocean Mixed
Layer
Ocean Mixed
Layer Depth
Deep Water
Lapse Rate
Surface Input
Source

Donelan
Garret
Updating SST
Simple 1-Dimensional Ocean Mixed Layer Model
Constant 50 m depth
0.14 K m-1
Land and Soil Categories from WPS geogrid Files
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RESULTS

Figure 5. Minimum sea level pressure time-series (left) for FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M
(a), FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M (c), and FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M (e).
Maximum 10-meter wind speeds time-series (right) for FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M (b),
FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M (d), and FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M (f). Runs
from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 2005 00 EST.
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The MSLP and maximum 10-meter wind speeds for each model run are presented
as time-series in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5(a), values of MSLP for FNL_TG_U and
FNL_TG_M runs are consistent for the first 6-hours of the simulation, and the maximum
10-meter windspeed shown in Figure 5(b) also remains consistent during this time. By 28
August 12 EST FNL_TG_M begins to have lower MSLP and 10-meter windspeed values
than FNL_TG_U at 950 hPa and 54.770 m s-1, then 952 hPa and 58 m s-1 respectively. On
28 August 16 EST both runs have MSLP values near 944-hPa, with FNL_TG_U at 944
hPa and FNL_TG_M at 943 hPa. FNL_TG_U then decreases more rapidly maintaining
lower MSLP values that reach their lowest of 933 hPa near 28 August 20 EST. By
landfall, on 29 August 06 EST FNL_TG_U has lower MSLP values at 940 hPa and lower
10-meter windspeed values at 55 m s-1. FNL_TG_M has MSLP and 10 m windspeed of
942 hPa and 65 m s-1 at landfall. Post landfall on 29 August 12 EST both FNL_TG_U
and FNL_TG_M have close MSLP values at 953 hPa and 952 hPa. The FNL_TG_M run
then increases at a slower rate until the simulation ends allowing it to maintain lower
MSLP values from this point forward. Simultaneously, 10 m windspeed on 29 August 12
EST for FNL_TG_M shows higher values at 49 m s-1 and continues to maintain much
higher values until near 30 August 00 EST where FNL_TG_U has a value of 22 m s-1 and
FNL_TG_M has a value of 25 m s-1. The runs then fluctuate and end on 31 August 00
with FNL_TG_M having slightly higher values at 18 m s-1 compared to 15 m s-1 for
FNL_TG_U.
FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M MSLP time-series Figure 5(c) and maximum
10-meter windspeeds Figure 5(d) are similar between runs for the first 6-hours of the
simulation. From 28 August 06 EST to 29 August 06 EST both runs follow closely
15

together with a rapid decrease in MSLP and an increase in 10 m wind speed, with very
minor differences between FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M. Both runs reach their
lowest MSLP values on 28 August 20 EST where FNL_GCE_U has a value of 942 hPa
and FNL_GCE_M has 941 hPa, by landfall on 29 August 06 EST both runs have a
similar MSLP of 947 hPa, and 947 hPa. FNL_GCE_M then begins to diverge greatly
from the FNL_GCE_U run which rapidly increases in MSLP values following landfall.
By 29 August 12 EST FNL_GCE_M has an MSLP value of 949 hPa whereas
FNL_GCE_U has an MSLP value of 956 hPa. The 10 m windspeed on 29 August 06
EST for FNL_GCE_M is higher than FNL_GCE_U at 58 m s-1 and 53 m s-1 respectively,
the FNL_GCE_U run decreases in maximum 10-meter wind speed faster than the
FNL_GCE_M following landfall. By 29 August 12 EST FNL_GCE_U has 45 m s-1
maximum 10-meter wind speed and FNL_GCE_M has 48 m s-1. The FNL_GCE_M run
continues to maintain a lower MSLP and higher 10-meter windspeed overall until 30
August 00 EST.
Figure 5(e) shows the MSLP time-series for FNL_WSM6_U and
FNL_WSM6_M, and the maximum 10 m wind speed in Figure 5(f). During the initial 6hours period both MSLP and maximum 10 m windspeed follow the same trend closely
between the unmodified and modified runs at 957 hPa and 956 hPa for FNL_WSM6_U
and FNL_WSM6_M on 28 August 06 EST. Going forward, values begin to differ and
FNL_WSM6_U maintains a slightly lower MSLP than FNL_WSM6_M until 28 August
14 EST where FNL_WSM6_M has a lower MSLP at 954 hPa compared to
FNL_WSM6_U at 960 hPa. The MSLP values then follow a similar trend until just
before landfall on 29 August 02 EST when the FNL_WSM6_M MSLP begins to
16

decrease from 944. hPa to 942 hPa by 29 August 06 EST at landfall. The FNL_WSM6_U
MSLP during this same period continues an upward trend from 945 hPa to 947 hPa. Postlandfall both runs begin an upward trend increasing in their value, though
FNL_WSM6_M maintains a lower MSLP for the remaining simulation time. By 29
August 12 EST FNL_WSM6_U has an MSLP value of 956 hPa whereas FNL_WSM6_M
has a value of 949 hPa. 10 m wind speed near 28 August 06 EST is higher for the
FNL_WSM6_M run at 59 m s-1, where FNL_WSM6_U is at 52 m s-1. By 28 August 12
EST FNL_WSM6_M has dropped below FNL_WSM6_U with 50 m s-1 and 54 m s-1
respectively, FNL_WSM6_M then increases, having a higher value by 29 August 06 EST
at landfall of 61 m s-1 and 52 m s-1. Post-landfall FNL_WSM6_M continues to maintain a
higher 10 m wind speed, with 50 m s-1 on 29 August 10 EST, 42 m s-1 on 29 August 14
EST, and 35 m s-1 by 29 August 18 EST. FNL_WSM6_U has values of 47 m s-1, 41m s-1,
and 31 m s-1 at the same time respectively.
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Figure 6. Minimum sea level pressure swath plots showing the lowest values along the
simulation track from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 2005 00 EST. Contour
values range from 930 hPa to 1000 hPa with a contour interval of 5 hPa.
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The swath of MSLP in Figure 6 shows the lowest values at every grid point for
the duration of each simulation from 28 August 00 EST to 31 August 00 EST. Figure 6(a)
shows MSLP values for FNL_TG_U and Figure 6(b) shows FNL_TG_M; Figure 6(c)
and Figure 6(d) show FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M respectively, and the
FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs are displayed in Figure 6(e) and Figure 6(f).
The swath values below 24.90 latitude show a consistent MSLP between modified and
unmodified runs. FNL_TG_U, FNL_GCE_U, and FNL_WSM6_M have longer swaths of
their lowest values (935 hPa, 940 hPa, and 940 hPa respectively) between 26.81 latitude
and 28.70 latitude, while all modified runs have swaths for values between 940 hPa and
955 hPa that are longer from below 26.81 latitude to above 28.70 latitude extending into
the Mississippi River Delta.
At the coastline near 30.55 latitude, the modified runs have more values below
980 hPa along the coast, and each has values from 965 hPa and 975 hPa extending further
inland from 30.55 latitude to 32.37 latitude. As the storm moves further inland postlandfall the runs begin showing similar values at the same locations with small
differences in their swaths. The similarities between runs begin to be present at 34.15
latitude with both modified and unmodified runs increasing into higher MSLP value
ranges from 985 hPa to 995 hPa.
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Figure 7. Maximum 10-meter windspeed swath plots showing the highest values along
the simulation track from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 2005 00 EST. Contour
values range from 20 m s-1 to 68 m s-1 with a contour interval of 2 m s-1.
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Maximum 10-meter wind speed swaths that show the highest value values at
every grid point for the duration of each simulation from 28 August 00 EST to 31 August
00 EST are shown in Figure 7. Where Figure 7(a) shows FNL_TG_U and Figure 7(b)
shows FNL_TG_M; Figure 7(c) and Figure 7(d) show FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M
respectively, and the FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs are displayed in Figure
7(e) and Figure 7(f). All runs are consistent between the modified and unmodified
versions at the beginning of the storm swath south of 24.90 latitude.
Between 24.90 latitude and 26.81 latitude the modified and unmodified runs have
similar swath shapes, while FNL_TG_U, FNL_GCE_M, and FNL_WSM6_M have more
points in the higher value ranges from 60 m s-1 to 68 m s-1. Between 28.70 latitude and
30.55 latitude FNL_TG_U, FNL_GCE_M and FNL_WSM6_M have more abundant
values between 60 m s-1 to 68 m s-1 in the south, while all modified runs have more
hurricane-force winds along a wider area of the coastline in the north. Post-landfall the
modified runs have larger areas of non-hurricane force winds less than 30 m s-1 north of
30.55.
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Figure 8. Subset swath plots of MSLP showing the lowest value at each point throughout
the storm from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 2005 00 EST.
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The subset of MSLP swath plots shown in Figure 8 highlights the coastal impacts
of the sea level rise modification. Where, FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M are shown in
Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b); the FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M runs are shown in
Figure 8(c) and Figure 8(d); the FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs are shown in
Figure 8(e) and Figure 8(f). The modified runs all experience a wider area along the
coastline receiving lower MSLP values, with the modified runs having values from 950hPa to 955 hPa reaching slightly further inland near the 30.20 latitude line. Modified runs
continue to maintain lower values of MSLP slightly beyond the 32.96 latitude line, with
values between 970 hPa and 980 hPa extending the farthest. FNL_TG_M has values
between 945 hPa and 950 hPa beginning farther south near the 25.94 latitude line, with
FNL_TG_U having the lowest 930 hPa values covering a longer distance, with lower
MSLP values between 940 hPa and 945 hPa reaching the delta just above 28.80 latitude.
The FNL_GCE_U run has values between 945 hPa and 950 hPa ending just above the
same latitude before passing over the Mississippi River Delta, where FNL_GCE_M
extends more north and crosses the delta’s outlet. The FNL_GCE_U run maintains the
lowest 940 hPa to 945 hPa values covering a longer distance. FNL_WSM6_M has a
longer and smaller swath of the lowest 940 hPa to 945 hPa values covering a drastically
longer distance, and the longest distance of all runs beginning below 27.37 latitude and
ending above 28.80 latitude, with 945 hPa to 950 hPa values reaching over the tip of the
delta.
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Figure 9. Subset swath plots of maximum 10-m windspeed showing the highest value at
each point throughout the storm from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 2005 00
EST.
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The subset of maximum 10-m windspeed swath plots shown in Figure 9
highlights the coastal impacts of the sea level rise modification. Where, FNL_TG_U and
FNL_TG_M are shown in Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b); the FNL_GCE_U and
FNL_GCE_M runs are shown in Figure 9(c) and Figure 9(d); the FNL_WSM6_U and
FNL_WSM6_M runs are shown in Figure9(e) and Figure9(f). Lacking the buffer zone of
the delta and barrier islands, all modified runs experience hurricane-force winds across a
larger portion of the Louisiana and Mississippi coast along the 30.20 latitude line.
Modified runs experience a larger area inland of non-hurricane wind values from 20 m s-1
to 30 m s-1. The FNL_TG_U, FNL_GCE_M, and FNL_WSM6_M run show more area
across the swath south of 30.20 latitude with the highest 58 m s-1 to 62 m s-1 values, all of
which extend through the 28.80 latitude line into the Mississippi River Delta.
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Figure 10. Maximum total accumulated precipitation swath plots show the highest values
along the simulation track from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 2005 00 EST.
Contour values range from 50 mm to 560 mm with a contour interval of 10 mm.
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Figure 10 shows the swaths of maximum total accumulated precipitation,
containing the highest values along the storm track for the duration of each simulation
from 28 August 00 EST to 31 August 00 EST. FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M are shown
in Figure 10. Where Figure 10(a) shows FNL_TG_U and Figure 10(b) shows
FNL_TG_M; Figure 10(c) and Figure 10(d) show FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M
respectively, and the FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs are displayed in Figure
10(e) and Figure 10(f). All runs are consistent between the modified and unmodified
versions at the beginning of the storm swath south of 24.90 latitude.
From 24.90 latitude to 28.70 latitude small differences in the highest 400 mm to
560 mm values, while having similar swaths for values from 170 mm to 395 mm.
FNl_TG_U has slightly higher values on the east of the swath at 28.70 latitude of 460
mm while FNL_TG_M has lower values of 440 mm that cover a slightly longer distance.
FNL_GCE_M and FNL_WSM6_M both have higher values in this same area at 460 mm
and 470 mm respectively. Values along the coastline at 30.55 latitude are largely the
same having the highest values of 310 mm which cover slightly larger areas with fewer
gaps between bands. Moving further north from 30.55 latitude to 37.61 latitude, modified
runs show the same values having a more solid swath and surrounding lower values from
50 mm to 70 mm covering larger areas over a greater distance.
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Figure 11. The maximum 850 mb model simulated radar reflectivity swath plots showing
the highest values along the simulation track from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August
2005 00 EST. Contour values range from 35 dBZ to 75 dBZ with a contour interval of 2
dBZ.
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The maximum 850 mb model simulated radar reflectivity swaths are shown in
Figure 11, containing the highest values at every grid point across the duration of each
simulation from 28 August 00 EST to 31 August 00 EST. Where Figure 11(a) shows
FNL_TG_U and Figure 11(b) shows FNL_TG_M; Figure 11(c) and Figure 11(d) show
FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M respectively, and the FNL_WSM6_U and
FNL_WSM6_M runs are displayed in Figure 11(e) and Figure 11(f). All runs are
consistent between the modified and unmodified versions below 26.81 latitude, with
small differences from 57 dBZ to 61 dBZ valued points. From 26.81 latitude to 30.55
latitude all the unmodified runs have more abundant points with values between 57 dBZ
to 61 dBZ, which cover the Mississippi River Delta and reach the Louisiana and
Mississippi coastline. Post-landfall from 30.55 latitude to 35.90 latitude all modified runs
have smaller areas covered by the same value ranged points. FNL_TG_M has a denser
cluster of 57 dBZ to 61dBZ points between 30.55 latitude and 34.15 latitude but quickly
decreases to 51 dBZ to 57 dBZ just below the 34.15 latitude line. FNL_WSM6_M has
sparse areas of the highest 57 dBZ to 61 dBZ than all other runs, and FNL_WSM6_M
maintains these same values to 35.90 latitude with spacing throughout.
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Figure 12. Minimum cloud top temperature swath plots showing the lowest values along
the simulation track from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 31 August 200500 EST. Contour
values range from -80-C to 25-C with a contour interval of 5-C.
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The minimum cloud top temperature swath plots shown in Figure 12 contain the
lowest values at every grid point across the duration of each simulation from 28 August
00 EST to 31 August 00 EST Where Figure 12(a) shows FNL_TG_U and Figure 12(b)
shows FNL_TG_M; Figure 12(c) and Figure 12(d) show FNL_GCE_U and
FNL_GCE_M respectively, and the FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs are
displayed in Figure 12(e) and Figure 12(f). The swaths are consistent between the
modified and unmodified runs south of 24.90 latitude and both the GCE and WSM6 runs
are consistent between the modified and unmodified version from 28.70 latitude south.
FNL_TG_M has a band of -45 C to -55 C values beginning just below 24.90
latitude with a larger swath width that extends inland to 34.15 latitude, while in
FNL_TG_U the same band begins after 24.90 latitude and has a smaller swath width. The
FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs have differences between 28.70 latitude to
35.90 latitude and from -92.46 longitude to -86.07 longitude where FNL_WSM6_M has
a more consistent swath of values between -50 C to -65 C with smaller spacing in
between the lowest values and a larger area.
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Figure 13. Azimuthally averaged minimum sea-level pressure Hovmöller diagrams
spanning 28 August 2005 00 EST to 30 August 2005 12 EST. The time interval is every
30-minutes, the radius is 150 km from the storm center, and the contours are from 930
hPa to 995 hPa with an interval of 5 hPa.
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Figure 13 shows the azimuthally averaged MSLP in the form of Hovmöller
diagrams spanning 28 August 2005 00 EST to 30 August 2005 12 EST. The FNL_TG_U
and FNL_TG_M runs shown in Figure 13(a) and Figure13(b) have the lowest values of
averaged MSLP near 930 hPa. The FNL_TG_U run covers a longer period beginning
near 28 August 2005 18 EST, with a larger radius than the modified run FNL_TG_M.
Approaching landfall values are between 940 hPa and 945 hPa on 29 August 2005 06
EST for both runs. The FNL_TG_M run has a shorter duration of the lowest averaged
SLP near 930 hPa and a smaller radius of these lowest values. Looking 6 hr post-landfall,
both runs have values around 955 hPa but the FNL_TG_M run continues to maintain
these values longer than the FNL_TG_U run. Moving forward 18 hr post-landfall 30
August 2005 00 EST, the FNL_TG_U run has values between 975 hPa and 980 hPa,
while the FNL_TG_M run has values between 970 hPa to 975 hPa.
Figure 13(c) shows the FNL_GCE_U and Figure 13(d) shows the FNL_GCE_M
run. The lowest values of averaged SLP are near 940 hPa for both runs and cover a longer
period and have a larger radius in FNL_GCE_U pre-landfall. Moving towards landfall on
29 August 2005 06 EST, values are between 945 hPa and 950 hPa for both runs. The
FNL_GCE_M run maintains this value range until 6 hr past landfall on 29 August 2005
12 EST, where the FNL_GCE_U run immediately drops off into the 950 hPa to 955 hPa
range. By 18 hr post-landfall, the FNL_GCE_M run maintains values between 970 hPa
and 975 hPa whereas the FNL_GCE_U run has increased to values between 975 hPa and
980 hPa.
FNL_WSM6_U as seen in Figure 13(e) and FNL_WSM6_M in Figure 13(f) have
the lowest averaged SLP values near 940 hPa. The FNL_WSM6_U run has a larger
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radius and spans a shorter duration from roughly 28 August 2005 18 EST to 29 August
2005 02 EST. Approaching landfall, the FNL_WSM6_U run has values between 945 hPa
and 950 hPa, while the FNL_WSM6_M run, has values of 940 hPa and 945 hPa. Shortly
before landfall, near 29 August 2005 04 EST, there is a rapidly shrinking then expanding
of the radius in the lowest values of the FNL_WSM6_M run, and by 6 hr post-landfall,
FNL_WSM6_M has maintained values between 945 hPa and 950 hPa compared to
FNL_WSM6_U values between 955 hPa and 960 hPa. 18 hr post-landfall the
FNL_WSM6_M run shows values from 970 hPa to 975 hPa, and the FNL_WSM6_M run
has values from 975 hPa to 980 hPa.
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Figure 14. Azimuthally averaged total 10-meter windspeed Hovmöller diagrams
spanning 28 August 2005 00 EST to 30 August 2005 12 EST. The time interval is every
30 minutes, the radius is 150 km from the storm center, and contours are from 0 m s-1 to
48 m s-1 with an interval of 2 m s-1.
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The azimuthally averaged total 10-meter windspeed Hovmöller diagrams in
Figure 14 show values from 28 August 2005 00 EST to 30 August 2005 12 EST.
FNL_TG_U is shown in Figure 14(a) and FNL_TG_M in Figure 14(b), both have
minimum values near 0 m s-1 and maximum values near 49 m s-1. Pre-landfall, both runs
show similar values for the first 6 hr, with some differences at 12 hr where the
FNL_TG_U shows more consistent high values ranging from 38 m s-1to 44 m s-1.
FNL_TG_M shows lower max values approaching 12 hr from 36 m s-1 to 38 m s-1, this
marks a large visual gap in the azimuthally averaged total 10 m wind Hovmöller diagram
where FNL_TG_M drops in values. By 28 August 18 EST, the FNL_TG_M run has a
larger radius and more points of the highest 49 m s-1 values, and moving towards landfall
FNL_TG_M has more points between 42 m s-1 and 49 m s-1 than the FNL_TG_U run.
Near landfall on 29 August 2005 06 EST the FNL_TG_M run has gaps in the max values
showing periods it dropped below the FNL_TG_U run; however, post-landfall
FNL_TG_M maintains the highest values between 36 m s-1 and 49 m s-1 for longer. Near
29 August 10 EST both runs have decreased to having max values ranging from 36 m s-1
to 42 m s-1, and the FNL_TG_M run continues to maintain values up to 38 m s-1 for an
additional 2 hr period where FNL_TG_U has dropped to a small radius of max values
around 34 m s-1 to 36 m s-1, then dropping off to the high 20 m s-1 range. FNL_TG_M
then proceeds to maintain max values between 34 m s-1 to 36 m s-1 until near 29 August
2005 14 EST.
Figure 14(c) and Figure 14(d) show the FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M runs
respectively. For the first 6 hr, both runs have similar patterns and values from 0 m s-1 to
30 m s-1. On 28 August 2005 06 EST both runs have values from 36 m s-1 to 40 m s-1 and
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the FNL_GCE_U run has a smaller radius of the highest 40 m s-1 values. The
FNL_GCE_M run experiences periods of decreased azimuthally averaged total of 10 m
windspeed between 28 August 2005 10 EST to 28 August 18 EST, where the maximum
values drop from 42 m s-1 to 36 m s-1. Approaching landfall, the FNL_GCE_U and
FNL_GCE_M runs both have the highest values between 38 m s-1 and 46 m s-1. At
landfall on 29 August 2005 06 EST, the FNL_GCE_U run rapidly decreases to maintain
max values up to 40 m s-1 until 29 August 2005 10 EST where it decreases to 28 m s-1.
The FNL_GCE_M run in this same period consistently maintains max values from 38 m
s-1 to 40 m s-1, and by 29 August 2005 14 EST it has decreased to 34 m s-1.
FNL_WSM6_U as seen in Figure 14(e) and FNL_WSM6_M in Figure 14(f) have
similar patterns for the first 6-hr period. After this, both runs begin experiencing higher
values between 36 m s-1 and 40 m s-1, with a difference in the radius of these max values
where FNL_WSM6_M is wider than FNL_WSM6_U. Both runs experience a drop in
max values for roughly 1 hr starting on 28 August 2005 11 EST. Approaching landfall,
both runs have high values between 38 m s-1 and 42 m s-1, with FNL_WSM6_M having
periods with more high value points regularly. During landfall on 29 August 2005 06
EST the FNL_WSM6_U run has max values near 42 m s-1 and the FNL_WSM6_M run
has max values near 48 m s-1. The FNL_WSM6_U run decreases rapidly after landfall
and by 29 August 2005 12 EST it has max values of 34 m s-1 and FNL_WSM6_M has
max values between 36 m s-1 and 38 m s-1 for another 2 hr period.
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Figure 15. Timeseries showing the diameter in km of minimum sea-level pressure
thresholds. Where (a) FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M run, (b) FNL_GCE_U and
FNL_GCE_M, and (c) FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M are compared for the
diameters of values less than 980 hPa, less than 970 hPa, less than 960 hPa, less than 950hPa, and less than 940 hPa.
The time-series plots of the diameter of MSLP values in Figure 15 show the
diameter in kilometers of 5 MSLP thresholds, set to values <980 hPa, <970 hPa, <960
hPa, <950 hPa, <940 hPa. As seen in Figure 15(a), values for FNL_TG_U and
FNL_TG_M are consistent for the first 6 hr period, at which point the runs begin showing
variations in values. From 28 August 2005 06 EST to 29 August 2005 06 EST the
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FNL_TG_U run maintains a larger diameter overall of the lowest values on thresholds
<960 hPa, <950 hPa, and <940 hPa, with the greatest differential between runs existing in
the <940 hPa threshold. From 28 August 2005 18 EST to 29 August 06 EST the
FNL_TG_U run climbs from having a <940 hPa MSLP diameter of 0 km to 100 km, then
decreasing gradually back down to 0 km. The FNL_TG_M run climbs to 80 km and then
declines more rapidly to 0 km from just after 28 August 2005 18 EST to 29 August 2005
02 EST. Post-landfall the diameter of all thresholds begins decreasing for both runs, with
the FNL_TG_U run decreasing more rapidly and by 29 August 2005 12 EST the <980
hPa, <970 hPa, and <960 hPa thresholds are the only ones with values left. The
FNL_TG_M run then continues to maintain a larger diameter and register points in the
beforementioned thresholds nearly 1 hr beyond the FNL_TG_U run with values of <960
hPa decreasing from a 120 km to 0 km diameter on 29 August 2005 16 EST, values of
<970 hPa decreasing from 175 km to 0 km on 29 August 2005 21 EST, and values <980
hPa decreasing from 249 km to 0 km on 30 August 2005 04 EST.
Figure 15(b) shows the diameter of MSLP thresholds for FNL_GCE_U and
FNL_GCE_M, and both runs remain consistent with one another for the first 6 hr period.
From 28 August 2005 06 EST to 29 August 2005 00 EST both runs have steady increases
in values, and near 28 August 2005 13 EST both runs start to show values in the <950
hPa threshold, though neither FNL_GCE_U nor FNL_GCE_M, produce any points
within the <940 hPa threshold for the entire duration of the simulation. As the storm
moves towards landfall on 29 August 2005 06 EST the FNL_GCE_M run produces a
larger radius throughout each threshold, having a diameter of 260 km for the <980 hPa
threshold, 202 km for the <970 hPa threshold, 153 km for the <960 hPa threshold, and 82
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km for the <950 hPa threshold. Both runs begin to decrease after post-landfall, and the
FNL_GCE_U run decreases more rapidly, having diameters of 250 km, 197 km, 127 km,
and 0-km for the <980 hPa, <970 hPa, <960 hPa, and <950 hPa thresholds respectively.
The FNL_GCE_M run reaches 0 km diameter for the <950 hPa threshold on 29 August
2005 11 EST, the <960 hPa threshold for FNL_GCE_M reaches 0 km on 29 August 2005
17 EST roughly 3 hr after the FNL_GCE_U run, the <970 hPa threshold reaches 0 km on
29 August 2005 21 EST roughly 2 hr after FNL_GCE_U, and the <980 hPa threshold
decreases to a 0 km diameter by 30 August 2005 04 EST approximately 2 hr after
FNL_GCE_U.
The FNL_WSM6_U run and FNL_WSM6_M run are shown in Figure 15(c), and
both runs follow a consistent trend for the first 6 hr period. The diameter of MSLP
thresholds then begins to increase steadily with periods of having the maximum diameter
for both runs. Near 28 August 2005 13 EST FNL_WSM6_U begins showing a diameter
value for the <950 hPa threshold, while FNL_WSM6_M does so 1 hr later. By 29 August
2005 06 EST, landfall MSLP threshold diameter values for <980 hPa, <970 hPa, <960
hPa, <950 hPa are as follows: the FNL_WSM6_U run has values of 258 km, 209 km, 150
km, 93 km, where the FNL_WSM6_M run has values of 274 km, 209 km, 157 km, 124
km respectively. The FNL_WSM6_M run reaches a diameter of 0 km for the <950 hPa
threshold just before 29 August 2005 12 EST, roughly 3 hr after FNL_WSM6_U run.
The <960 hPa threshold values are also present approximately 3 hr after the
FNL_WSM6_U, coming to 0 km just after 29 August 2005 16 EST. On 29 August 2005
19 EST, the FNL_WSM6_M run has decreased to 0 km for the <970 hPa threshold and
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by 30 August 2005 04 EST the <980 hPa threshold has ended with a 0 km diameter,
roughly 3 hr and 1 hr after the FNL_WSM6_U correspondingly.

Figure 16. Timeseries showing the total area (km2) of 10 m windspeed thresholds. Where
(a) FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M run, (b) FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M, and (c)
FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M are compared for the area of values greater than 20
m s-1, greater than 30 m s-1, greater than 40 m s-1, and greater than 50 m s-1. (d) The
relative difference of modified run total area with an unmodified run total area for
windspeed greater than 18 m s-1 and less than 32 m s-1.
Figure 16 shows the total area of thresholds for 10 m windspeed, set to >20 m s-1,
>30 m s-1, >40 m s-1, and >50 m s-1. Figure 16(a) shows the FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M
runs, which are consistent for the first 12 hr period, achieving threshold diameter values
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of 251,829 km2, 60,147 km2, 15,093 km2, and 333 km2 for FNL_TG_U and 246,465 km2,
60,147 km 2, 15,102 km2 and 855 km2 for FNL_TG_M respectively. By landfall on 29
August 2005 06 EST FNL_TG_U has lower values for all thresholds, having a total area
of 210,285 km2 for >20 m s-1 windspeed, 69,354 km2 for >30 m s-1, 23,184 km2 for >40
m s-1 and 2,682 km2 for >50 m s-1, compared to FNL_TG_M at 229,464 km2, 71,685
km2, 25,533 km2 and 3,195 km2 respectively. Post-landfall the total area of 10 m
windspeed thresholds decreases more rapidly for the FNL_TG_U run, by 29 August 2005
12 EST the total area values for the >20 m s-1, >30 m s-1, >40 m s-1, and >50 m s-1
thresholds are 151,317 km2, 41,292 km2, 1,719 km2 and 0 km2 for FNL_TG_U
correspondingly: and 175,4912 km2, 57,051 km2, 9,576 km2 and 0 km2 for FNL_TG_M.
The FNL_TG_M run also experiences 10 m windspeed in the >20 m s-1, >30 m s-1. And
>40 m s-1 thresholds for a longer period, ending near 30 August 2005 02 EST, 29 August
2005 20 EST, and 29 August 2005 14 EST respectively.
The FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M runs are shown in Figure 16(b), and they
show similar trends for the first two hours with little divergence from one another, by 28
August 2005 12 EST FNL_GCE_U has total area for threshold values of 250,929 km2 for
>20 m s-1 10 m windspeed, 57,888 km2 for >30 m s-1, 16,587 km2 for >40 m s-1 and 342
km2 for >50 m s-1. The FNL_GCE_M run has total area for each of the same thresholds
of 257,760 km2, 58,176 km2, 15,309 km2 and 288 km2. On 29 August 2005 06 EST at
landfall, the total area per each >20 m s-1, >30 m s-1, >40 m s-1, >50 m s-1 10 m windspeed
thresholds for the FNL_GCE_U run are 222,786 km2, 63,468 km2, 13,257 km2 and 0
km2; for FNL_GCE_M the total area values for each threshold are 237,879 km2, 71,964
km2, 22,833 km2 and 855 km2. Post-landfall both runs decrease in total area in each
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threshold, but the FNL_GCE_U run decreases more rapidly. By 29 August 2005 12 EST,
6 hr post-landfall, the total area values for each threshold >20 m s-1, >30 m s-1, >40 m s-1,
>50 m s-1are 165,420 km2, 37,458 km2, 468 km2 and 0 km2; where, the FNL_GCE_M run
has total area values of 194,751 km2, 61,065 km2, 11,142 km2 and 0 km2
correspondingly. The FNL_GCE_U reaches 0 km2 total area for each threshold roughly 3
hr before FNL_GCE_M for >40 m s-1, 2 hr for >30 m s-1 and 1-hr before FNL_GCE_M
for >20 m s-1, at thresholds for a longer period, ending near 29 August 2005 12 EST, 29
August 2005 16 EST, and 30 august 2005 00 EST respectively.
Figure 16(c) shows the FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M runs, with both runs
remaining consistent as they increase for the first 12 hr period, with FNL_WSM6_U total
area values of 264,609 km2, 61,137 km2, 11,178 km2 and 279 km2 for each >20 m s-1,
>30 m s-1, >40 m s-1, >50 m s-1 10 m windspeed thresholds. FNL_WSM6_M has total
area values of 259,821 km2, 62,289 km2, 9,999 km2 and 0 km2 for the same thresholds
and time. At landfall on 29 August 06 EST, the total area of 10 m windspeed for each
>20 m s-1, >30 m s-1, >40 m s-1, >50 m s-1 threshold is 225,540 km2, 68,292 km2, 21,951
km2 and 279 km2 for the FNL_WSM6_U run and 241,434 km2, 76,950 km2, 27,801 km2
and 3,996 km2 for the FNL_WSM6_M run. The FNL_WSM6_M run ends later for most
thresholds, with 10 m windspeed >50 m s-1 ending 3 hr later 29 August 2005 08 EST, the
>40 m s-1 ending 2 hr later, on 29 August 2005 18 EST, and the >20 m s-1 threshold ends
at the same time for both runs near 30 August 2005 04 EST.
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The relative difference between FNL_TG_M, FNL_GCE_M, and
FNL_WSM6_M with FNL_TG_U, FNL_GCE_U, and FNL_WSM6_U Tropical Storm
(TS) category winds, those greater than 18 m s-1 and less than 32 m s-1 is shown in Figure
16(d). For the first 3 hr period, all runs show the modified and unmodified having the
same area of TS threshold windspeed, moving forward they diverge and fluctuate with
periods of increased total area and decreased total area for modified runs. After the 12 hr
period, all modified runs have a less total area between 0 km2 and just under -10000 km2.
On 28 August 2005 14 EST, the modified runs begin steadily increasing in their total area
of TS windspeeds with FNL_TG_M having over 30000 km2 more total area,
FNL_GCE_M having 19000 km2, and FNL_WSM6_M having 24000 km2 more total
area. At landfall on 29 2005 06 EST, the runs show a decrease in an additional total area
of TS windspeeds, with only the FNL_WSM6_M run showing less total area than the
unmodified run at -3000 km2 then climbing back to 15000 km2. By 29 August 2005 12
EST, 6 hr post-landfall, all modified runs begin to steadily increase in their additional
total area of TS windspeeds over the unmodified runs, with the FNL_TG_M run peaking
around 35000 km2 near 29 August 2005 14 EST, FNL_GCE_M peaking at 29000 km2
near 29 August 2005 18 EST, and FNL_WSM6_M at 21000 km2 near 29 August 2005 15
EST. The modified runs maintain a greater area of TS windspeeds consistently until 30
August 2005 03 EST, roughly 21 hr post-landfall.
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Figure 17. Cross-sectional diagrams of azimuthally averaged 30-minute average azimuthal wind (left) and azimuthally averaged 30minute average radial wind and vertical velocity (right). Vertical velocity contours are from 0.2 m s-1 to 2.0 m s-1 with an interval level
of 0.4 m s-1. The 30-minute time average begins on 28 August 2005 06 EST.

The azimuthally averaged 30-minute time-averaged azimuthal wind and azimuthally
averaged 30-minute time-averaged radial wind with azimuthally averaged 30-minute timeaveraged vertical velocity contour can be seen in Figure 17. The 30-minute time average begins
on 28 August 2005 06 EST. The FNL_TG_U run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 17(a)
and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 17(c), and the
FNL_TG_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 17(b) and the radial wind and vertical
velocity contours are shown in Figure 17(d). The FNL_GCE_U run’s azimuthal wind can be
seen in Figure 17(e) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 17(g),
and the FNL_GCE_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 17(f) and the radial wind and
vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 17(h). The FNL_WSM6_U run’s azimuthal wind
can be seen in Figure 17(i) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure
17(k), and the FNL_WSM6_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 17(j) and the radial
wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 17(l). The azimuthally averaged timeaveraged azimuthal wind has consistent patterns between the modified and unmodified runs,
where FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M have a radius of max winds between 75 km and 115 km
with values of 50 m s-1. FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M have a radius of max winds between
75 km and 100 km valued at 55 m s-1. The FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_WSM6_M have a radius of
max winds of 75 km and 115 km with values of 50 m s-1. The azimuthally averaged timeaveraged radial wind and vertical velocity contours for FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M show a
maximum radial wind value of 20 m s-1 outflow at 12 km and 15 km height, with maximum
inflow at -15 m s-1. The vertical velocity shows updrafts between 75 km and 110 km radius, with
the strongest updrafts between 6 km and 11 km height for the FNL_TG_U run. Whereas the
strongest updrafts for the FNL_TG_M run are between a radius of 80 km to 110 km at a height
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from 7 km to 12 km. Both runs show an outer area of weakly formed updrafts centered on a 150
km radius and 5 km height, with the FNL_TG_M run having a slightly more defined updraft
leading into this near 130 km radius and 2 km height.
The azimuthally averaged time-averaged radial wind and vertical velocity contours for
FNL_GCE_U and FNL_GCE_M show a maximum radial wind value of 25 m s-1 outflow at 12
km and 15 km height, with maximum inflow at -20 m s-1. The vertical velocity shows strong
updrafts between 80 m and 120 km radius, with the strongest updrafts between 4 km and 11 km
height for the FNL_GCE_U run. Whereas the strongest updrafts for the FNL_GCE_M run are
between a radius of 90 km to 125 km at a height from 5 km to 12 km and having a small area at
150 km radius and 8 km height that experienced a 0.4 m s-1 increase over the FNL_GCE_U run.
The outer area of updrafts is more defined, starting at 1 km height for both runs but at a radius of
130-km for the FNL_GCE_U run and 140 km radius for the FNL_GCE_M run. The azimuthally
averaged time-averaged radial wind and vertical velocity contours for FNL_WSM6_U and FNL_
WSM6_M show a maximum radial wind value of 25 m s-1 outflow at 12 km and 15 km height,
with maximum inflow at -15 m s-1. The strongest radial wind values extend from 200 km to 300
km radius for the FNL_WSM6_M run, whereas they extend from 225 km to 300 km for the
FNL_WSM6_U run. The vertical velocity shows the strongest updrafts at an 80 km radius,
between 6 km and 8 km height for the FNL_ WSM6_U run. Whereas the strongest updrafts for
the FNL_ WSM6_M run are between a radius of 75 km to 125 km at a height from 6 km to 12
km at a contour level 0.4 m s-1 lower. Both runs show a well-defined outer area of updrafts near a
150 km radius, however, the FNL_WSM6_M run is more defined with a larger area of the
strongest updrafts starting at 7 km height to 13 km height.
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Figure 18. Cross-sectional diagrams of azimuthally averaged 30-minute average azimuthal wind (left) and azimuthally averaged 30minute average radial wind and vertical velocity (right). Vertical velocity contours are from 0.2 m s-1 to 2.0 m s-1 with an interval level
of 0.4 m s-1. The 30-minute time average begins on 29 August 2005 06 EST.

The azimuthally averaged 30-minute time-averaged azimuthal wind and azimuthally
averaged 30-minute time-averaged radial wind with azimuthally averaged 30-minute timeaveraged vertical velocity contour can be seen in Figure 18. The 30-minute time average begins
on 29 August 2005 06 EST upon landfall. The FNL_TG_U run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in
Figure 18(a) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 18(c), and
the FNL_TG_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 18(b) and the radial wind and
vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 18(d). The FNL_GCE_U run’s azimuthal wind
can be seen in Figure 18(e) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in
Figure 18(g), and the FNL_GCE_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 18(f) and the
radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 18(h). The FNL_WSM6_U run’s
azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 18(i) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are
shown in Figure 18(k), and the FNL_WSM6_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 18(j)
and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 18(l). The modified runs
have differing radii of maximum wind, where FNL_TG_M has a larger radius than FNL_TG_U
of the highest 60 m s-1 to 65 m s-1 values, FNL_GCE_M has a smaller radius of maximum wind
of higher 60 m s-1 to 65 m s-1 values compared to FNL_GCE_U larger radius of 55 m s-1 to 60 m
s-1. FNL_WSM6_M has a smaller radius of maximum winds compared to FNL_WSM6_U, both
of which have maximum values between 60 m s-1 and 65 m s-1. All modified runs show larger
radii of lower values from 45 m s-1 to 55 m s-1.
The radial wind and vertical velocity plots all show more structured updrafts, with
FNL_TG_U, FNL_GCE_M, and FNL_WSM6_M having higher radial wind values across a
longer radius than their counterpart runs. Where FNL_TG_U and FNL_WSM6_M have
maximum radial winds between 20 m s-1 and 25 m s-1, and FNL_GCE_M ranges between
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15 m s-1 and 20 m s-1. Updrafts in the modified runs are more consistent and structured, with
FNL_WSM6_M and FNL_WSM6_U having the greatest differences; FNL_WSM6_M has three
well-defined contours showing distinct updrafts connecting to the radial wind.
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Figure 19. Cross-sectional diagrams of azimuthally averaged 30-minute average azimuthal wind (left) and azimuthally averaged 30minute average radial wind and vertical velocity (right). Vertical velocity contours are from 0.2 m s-1 to 2.0 m s-1 with an interval level
of 0.4 m s-1. The 30-minute time average begins on 29 August 2005 10 EST.

The azimuthally averaged 30-minute time-averaged azimuthal wind and azimuthally
averaged 30-minute time-averaged radial wind with azimuthally averaged 30-minute timeaveraged vertical velocity contour can be seen in Figure 19. The 30-minute time average begins
on 29 August 2005 10 EST 4-hr post-landfall. The FNL_TG_U run’s azimuthal wind can be seen
in Figure 19(a) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 19(c), and
the FNL_TG_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 18(b) and the radial wind and
vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 19(d). The FNL_GCE_U run’s azimuthal wind
can be seen in Figure 19(e) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in
Figure 19(g), and the FNL_GCE_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 19(f) and the
radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 18(h). The FNL_WSM6_U run’s
azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 19(i) and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are
shown in Figure 18(k), and the FNL_WSM6_M run’s azimuthal wind can be seen in Figure 19(j)
and the radial wind and vertical velocity contours are shown in Figure 19(l). The modified runs
all show stronger primary and secondary circulations post-landfall, where the azimuthal wind has
not lost the structure distinctive structure of the annuli. All runs have radii of maximum winds
between 55 m s-1 and 60 m s-1. The surrounding values between 35 m s-1 to 50 m s-1 extend
further in radius and height.
Secondary circulation in the FNL_WSM6_M run is the most structured, with a welldefined vertical velocity leading into the radial winds; there is evidence of outer rainbands in the
form of small updraft areas from a 125 km radius outwards. FNL_GCE_M and FNL_GCE_U
both show more defined outer contours with smaller unstructured contours within. The Radial
wind has maximum values between 15 m s-1 and 20 m s-1, apart from FNL_TG_M which has
weaker radial wind values from 10 m s-1 to 15 m s-1. FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M have the
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same contours of vertical velocity, however, FNL_TG_U reaches a farther radius and shows
stronger radial wind.
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DISCUSSION
Pre-Landfall, Landfall, and Post-Landfall Results
Comparing the MSLP and 10 m windspeed variables showed that the modified
and unmodified versions of each run set were consistent early in the storm with little
variation between values and trends for at least the first 6-hr period. All simulations
follow the same generalized trend, where they build up rapidly before landfall, and then
post-landfall the storms weaken. The FNL_TG_U and FNL_TG_M run stand out in
comparison to the FNL_GCE_U, FNL_GCE_M, FNL_WSM6_U, and FNL_WSM6_M
run; as the FNL_TG_M run has a higher MSLP than the FNL_TG_U run near 28 August
2005 12 EST and then maintains a lower value post-landfall, whereas the other
simulations showed the modified runs becoming strong leading up to landfall and then
maintaining this post-landfall.
Due to the consistencies between runs early on, the spinning up and early portion
of the simulations seems largely unaffected by the coastline modifications. Looking
through the swath plots, the southern portion below 24.90 latitude has very minimal
differences for MSLP, maximum 10 m windspeeds, maximum total accumulated
precipitation, maximum 850 mb model simulated radar reflectivity, and minimum cloud
top temperature. The Hovmöller diagrams show consistent azimuthally averaged MSLP
and azimuthally averaged total 10 m windspeeds, and the MSLP threshold diameter and
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10 m windspeed threshold total area time-series show consistent trends for the same early
period as well. With the largest differences between runs occurring at landfall forward.
During landfall, the values for each of the runs MSLP are lower than the
unmodified MSLP apart from FNL_TG_U which is slightly lower than FNL_TG_M. The
10 m windspeed is higher at landfall for all modified runs compared to the unmodified
runs. In addition to the modified storms having indicators that they are stronger at
landfall, post-landfall the unmodified runs all decline faster (or increase in the case of
MSLP) than the modified runs. The modified runs generally have an additional 6-hr
period from landfall in which they maintain values higher (lower in case of MSLP) than
the unmodified runs, and they will last anywhere from 1 hr to 4 hr beyond when the
unmodified run stops producing values. This shows the modified runs producing the
lowest thresholds of MSLP longer than unmodified runs after both have already made
landfall, and the same thing shows up again-and-again throughout the runs except for the
FNL_TG_U run maintaining the lowest MSLP threshold and highest windspeed
threshold for longer, but the FNL_TG_M run still producing values in the other
thresholds for longer post-landfall. There are drop-off points for MSLP thresholds in the
unmodified runs between 29 August 2005 06 EST and 30 August 2005 04 EST where the
modified run doubles the diameter of unmodified thresholds. The 10-m windspeed total
area thresholds between 29 August 2005 06 EST and 30 August 2005 00 EST showed a
similar pattern where the modified runs have greater total areas throughout all thresholds,
on a smaller scale with gaps between runs being near 50 percent more at most. The
changes in primary and secondary circulation showed a tendency for modified runs to
have more structured updrafts that are well defined, stronger radii of max winds, and a
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longer radius of radial winds with higher values in the FNL_WSM6_M and
FNL_GCE_M runs consistently during and post-landfall. The modified runs also
maintain symmetry post-landfall for a longer period, having more structured and distinct
annuli accompanied by more defined updrafts.
Limitations and Future Direction
The limitations of the study can be broken into a time, storage, and method of
obtaining a storm center. Due to the core-hour allotment and available storage, it was not
feasible to run the simulations at a smaller grid-spacing, leaving 3 km grid-spacing as the
most reasonable option for the innermost domain that still fits into what is generally
accepted practice. The simulation files take up a vast amount of storage, and all variables
had to be calculated, transferred and stored separately to make room for the next
simulation to be run. Finally, the method for obtaining the storm center was based on the
point of lowest sea level pressure, where a more precise solution would give an added
consistency to the center selection across time.
For a future direction, knowing that the coastal modifications independently of
SST impacted storm intensity to a degree during landfall and post-landfall repeatedly,
having an additional run with SST increases incorporated, a smaller grid-spacing for an
inner domain, and running the experiment for multiple initialization datasets not just the
NCEP FNL data would give a more robust result. It should also be noted that while 3microphysics schemes were used, Thompson Graupel, WRF Single-Moment 6-class
Graupel, and Goddard GCE, the latter two produced results that were most similar
regarding a consistent trend. Although the Thompson Graupel still produced a similar
result of the modified run having stronger 10 m windspeeds near landfall and maintaining
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strength longer post-landfall, including more schemes in addition to more initialization
datasets would offer a clearer picture of the results. Additional applications of the
experiment design include a way to alter the sea level and coast to account for the storm
surge brought in by landfalling hurricanes, providing a technique in which to easily
simulate future coastal landscape changes impact on storms such as the loss of wetlands,
barrier islands and deltas that act as buffer zones. Which could also be applied to simulate
coastal landscape restoration impacts on landfalling hurricane structure, and intensity.
Furthermore, although a 3 m sea-level rise was chosen as a worst-case scenario, many of
the coastal flooding changes that were seen in the Mississippi River Delta could occur
before a 3 m sea-level rise is reached globally.
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CONCLUSION
The experiment showed that incorporating the NOAA 3 m Sea Level Rise model
output into WRF-ARW had a direct impact on the intensity and structure of storms at
landfall and post-landfall. Demonstrating that altering the coastline for a changing
climate independently of SST causes lower MSLP values and higher 10 m windspeed
values near landfall. Much like Li and Chakraborty (2020) found that SST increases
caused slower decay and allowed the storm to reach further inland regardless of intensity
changes, modification of the coastal landscape resulted in storms that reached further
inland and lasted longer than the original simulations. The Changes that occurred in total
accumulated precipitation, 850 mb model simulated radar reflectivity, and cloud top
temperature were less extreme and followed more inconsistent trends than MSLP and
10 m windspeed between all runs. Structural and intensity changes in the azimuthal and
radial winds and vertical velocity showed that overall, the modified runs maintained
symmetry of their annuli, higher valued radii of max winds, and more structured updrafts
at and post-landfall.
While the results of this study are not enough to say to what extent Sea Level
Rise will impact future TC intensity, it has demonstrated that using Sea Level Rise
predicted coastline changes alone have an impact, directly resulting in changes to
intensity, structure, and how far inland they travel before decaying fully. When thinking
about a changing world and trying to predict the severity or frequency of future weather
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events not only how the world is warming but how it is physically changing should be
brought into consideration.
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